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ABSTRACT:In this paper, we extend the idea of 
*A -mappings from metric spaces to cone metric 

spaces. Further, we prove some fixed point theorems for multi-valued mapping using 
*A -contractions 

in cone metric space setup. Our results generalizes andimproves some results in the existing literature 

from metric spacessetup to cone metric spaces setup. Furthermore, some fixed point theorems in cone 

metics spaces are also improved. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 The concept of cone metric spacewas introduced 

by (Huang and Zhang 2007) replacing the set of positive 

real numbers by an ordered Banach space. They obtained 

some fixed point theorems in cone metric spaces using the 

normality of the cone. The results of (Huang and Zhang 

2007) were generalized by (Rezapour and Haghi 2008). 

Several other authers like (Aage and Salunke 2009), (Ilic 

and Rakocevic 2008) and (Abbas and Rhoades2009) were 

also investigating some common fixed point theorems for 

different types of contractive mappings in cone metric 

space. The idea of general multi-valued 
*A -maps was 

introduced by (Akram et al. 2003) and they proved some 

fixed point theorems for these maps in complete metric 

spaces. The purpose of this paper is to proved the 

existence of fixed point of a general class of multi-valued 

maps called 
*A -maps in cone metric spaces. 
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Preliminaries: Let E  be a topological vector space. A 

subset P  of E  is called a cone if and only if:   

1.  P  is closed, nonempty and 0P ;  

2.  
PyxbaRba  ,0,,,,

 imply that 

Pbyax 
;  

3.  
0=)( PP  . 

 Given a cone EP , we define a partial 

ordering   with respect to P  by 
yx 

 if and only if 

Pxy 
. A cone P  is said to be normal space E  if 

there ia a number 0>K  such that for all 
Eyx ,

, 

yx 0
implies 

.yKx 
 

 The least positive number satisfying the above 

inequality is called the normal constant of P , while 

yx 
 stands for 

intPxy 
(interior of P ). 

(Rezapour and Hamlbarani Haghi 2008) proved that there 

is no normal cone with normal constant 1<K  and for 

each 1>k  there is a cone with normal constant kK >

.  

Definition 2.1  Let X  be a nonempty set. Suppose that 

the mapping EXXd :  satisfies:   

1.  
),(0 yxd

 for all 
Xyx ,

 and 
0=),( yxd

 if 

and only if 
yx =

;  

2.  
),(=),( xydyxd

 for all 
Xyx ,

;  

3.  
),(),(),( yzdzxdyxd 

 for all 
Xzyx ,,

. 

 Then d  is called a cone metric on X  and 

),( dX
 is called a cone metric space.   

 The concept of cone metric space more general 

than metric space.  

Definition 2.2  Let 
),( dX

 be a cone metric space, 

}{ nx
 a sequence in X  and Xx . For every Ec  

with c0 , we say that 
}{ nx

 is   

(i) a Cauchy sequence if there is a natural number N  

such that for all 
Nmn >,

, 
cxxd mn ),(

.  

(ii) a convergent sequence if there is a natural number N  

such that for all Nn > , 
cxxd mn ),(

 for some 

Xx  

It is known that 
}{ nx

 converges to Xx  if and only 

if 
0),( xxd n  as n .  
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Definition 2.3  A cone metric space X  is said to be 

complete if every Cauchy sequence in X  is convergent 

in X .  

Definition 2.4  A set A  in a cone metric space X  is 

closed if for every sequence 
}{ nx

 in a A  which 

converges to some Xx  implies that Ax .   

 Let X  be a cone metric space. We denote by 

)(XP
 the family of all nonempty subsets of X , and by 

)(XPcl  the family of all nonempty closed subsets of X

. A point x  in X  is called a fixed point of a 

multi-valued mapping 
)(: XPXT cl

 provided 

Txx . The collection of all fixed points of T  is 

denoted by 
)(TF

. 

On the other hand, Akram et al. (2003) defined 
*A

-contraction as follows: Let a nonempty set 
*A  

consisting of all functions   RR3:
 satisfying   

(i)   is continuous on the set 
3

R
 of all triplets of 

nonnegative reals(with respects to the Euclidean metric on 
3R ).  

(ii)  is non-decreasing in each coordinate variable;  

(iii) kba   for some 
[0,1)k

, whenever 

),,( bbaa 
 or 

),,( baba 
 or 

),,( abba 

for all 
ba,

.  

Definition 2.5  A multiple-valued mapping 

)(: XPXT 
 is said to be 

*A -contractions. If  

)),(),,(),,((),( TyyTxxyxTyTx  
 (1) 

for some 
*A  and for all 

Xyx ,
. We also call 

these mappings as A
*
-mappings. 

 Throughout the sequel, 
)(XCB

 would denote 

the set of all closed and bounded subsets of X , where 

X  is a Complete cone metric space. For sets A  and B  

in a cone metric space X , we use the symbols, 

},:),({sup=),( BbAabadBA 
, 

},:),({inf=),( BbAabadBAd 
 and 

)},(sup),,(sup{max=),( bAdBadBAH
BbAa  . 

Main Result for multi-valued maps 

Theorem 3.1  Let 
),( dX

 be a Complete cone metric 

space and 
)(:, 21 XPTT cl

 be a multi-valued 

mappings suchthat for 
{1,2}, ji

 with 
ji 

, for 

each 
Xyx ,

, 
)(xTu ix   and 

)(yTu jy   such 

that 

)).,(),,(),,((),( yxyx uyduxdyxduud 
(2) 

Then 
)(=)( 21 TFTF

 and 

)()(=)( 21 XPTFTF cl
.  

Proof. Suppose that 0x
 is an arbitrary point of X . For 

1,2, ji
 with 

ji 
, Then 

)( 01 xTx i
. There exist 

)( 12 xTx j
 such that  

)),(),,(),,((),( 21101021 xxdxxdxxdxxd 
 

),,( 10 xxdk
 

where 
[0,1)k

. Similarly,  

).,(),(),( 10

2

2132 xxdkxxdkxxd 
 

Continuing in a similar way, we get  

1.),,(....),(),( 1011   nxxdkxxdkxxd n

nnnn

 

Then for nm > ; we get  

),(.....),(),(),( 1211 mmnnnnmn xxdxxdxxdxxd  

 

),()( 10

11 xxdkkk mnn  
 

).)/(1,(= 10 kxxdk n 
 

 Let 0c  be given, choose a symmetric open 

neighborhood V  of 0  such that PVc  . Also, 

choose a natural number 1N
 such that  

.,))/(1,( 110 NnVkxxdk n 
(3) 

Which implies that 
ckxxdk n  ))/(1,( 10  for all 

1> Nn
 and hence 

cxxd mn ),(
 for all 1>, Nnm

. Hence 
}{ nx

 be a Cauchy sequence in X , since X  is 

complete cone metric space, there exist an element 

Xx  s.t. 
xxn   as n . Let c0  be 

given and for 
)( 122  njn xTx

, there exist 
)(xTu in  , 

such that 

)),(),,(),,((),( 212122 nnnnnn uxdxxdxxduxd 
. 

Taking limits n , we get  

))],(),,(),,(([lim),(lim 212122 nnnn
n

nn
n

uxdxxdxxduxd 
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)lim,(),,(),,(()lim,( n
n

n
n

uxdxxdxxduxd



 

))lim,((0,0,= n
n

uxd



 

0.=(0)k
 

 This implies that 
xunn =lim   Hence 

xun   as n . 

Since 
)(xTi  is closed, 

)( iTFx
 and 

)( iTF
. 

Let Xx  be a fixed point of 1T
 Then by hypothesis, 

there exists 
)(2 xTw

 s.t.  

),(),,(),,((),( wxdxxdxxdxwd 
 

)),((0,0, wxd
 

0.=(0)k
 

and so, wx = , Thus 
)()( 21 TFTF 

, similarly, 

)()( 12 TFTF 
. Now we prove that 

)( iTF
 is closed. 

Let 
}{ nx

 be a Cauchy sequence in 
)(=)( ij TFTF

 

such that 
xxn   as n . Since 

)( 1 nin xTx
, 

there exits 
)(xTv jn   such that 

)),(),,(),,((),( 11 nnnnnn vxdxxdxxdvxd 
 

)),(),,(),,(( 11 nnnn vxdxxdxxd 
. 

Taking limit n , we get  

),(),,(),,((),( nnnn vlimxdxxdxxdvlimxd  

)),((0,0, nn vlimxd 
 

0.=(0)k
 

This implies that 
xvn   as n . Since 

)(xTv jn   for each Nn  and 
)(xT j  is closed 

)(xTx j
. Hence, 

)(=)( ij TFTFx
 as required.  

Theorem 2 of (Abbas, Rhoades and Nazir 2009) on cone 

metric space become the corollary of Theorem 3.1 as 

follows.  

Corollary 3.2 Let 
),( dX

 be a Complete cone metric 

space and 
)(:, 21 XPXTT cl

 be a multi-valued 

mappings such that for 
{1,2}, ji

 with 
ji 

, for 

each 
Xyx ,

, 
)(xTu ix   and 

)(yTu jy  ,  

),,(),(),(),( yxyx uydcuxdbyxdauud 
 (4) 

where 
0,, cba

 are fixed constants with 

1<cba  . Then 
)(=)( 21 TFTF

 and 

)()(=)( 21 XPTFTF cl
. 

The following corollary extends Theorem 4.1 of (Latif and 

Beg 1997) to the case of two mappings on cone metric 

spaces.  

Corollary 3.3  Let 
),( dX

 be a Complete cone metric 

space and P  is a non-normal cone. If 

)(:, 21 XPXTT cl
 are two multi-valued mappings 

such that for 
{1,2}, ji

 with 
ji 

, for each 

Xyx ,
, 

)(xTu ix   and 
)(yTu jy  , 

 .),(),(),( yxyx uyduxdhuud 
(5) 

 Then 
)(=)( 21 TFTF

 and 

)()(=)( 21 XPTFTF cl
.  

The following corollary extends Theorem 4.1 of (Latif and 

Beg 1997) to cone metric spaces. 

Corollary 3.4  Let 
),( dX

 be a Complete cone metric 

space and P  is a non-normal cone. If 

)(: XPXT cl
 is a multi-valued mapping such that 

for each 
Xyx ,

, 
)(xTux   and 

)(yTuy   such 

that  

 ,),(),(),( yxyx uyduxdhuud 
 (6) 

where 1/2<0 h . Then 
)(TF

 and 

)()( XPTF cl
. 

Corollary 3.5  Let 
),( dX

 be a Complete cone metric 

space and P  is a non-normal cone. If 

)(: XPXT cl
 is a multi-valued mapping such that 

for each 
Xyx ,

, 
)(xTux   and 

)(yTuy   such 

that  

),,(),( yxdauud yx 
 (7) 

where 1/2<0 a . Then 
)(TF

 and 

)()( XPTF cl
. 

Corollary 3.6  Let 
),( dX

 be a Complete cone metric 

space and P  is a non-normal cone. If 

)(: XPXT cl
 is a multi-valued mapping such that 

for each 
Xyx ,

, 
)(xTux   and 

)(yTuy   such 

that  
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),,(),(),(),( yxyx uycduxdbyxdauud 
(8) 

where 
0,, cba

 are fixed constants with 

1<cba  . Then T  has a fixed point. 

Theorem 3.7  Let 
),( dX

 be a complete cone metric 

space and mappings 
)(:, 21 XCBXTT 

 satisfying 

the following conditions, for each Xx , 

)()(),( 21 XCBxTxT 
,  

)),(),,(),,(())(),(( 2121 yTydxTxdyxdyTxTH 
 

where 
*A , then there exists 

Xp
 such that

)()( 11 yTxTp 
. 

Proof.  Let 
Xx 0 , 

)( 01 xT
 is non-empty closed 

bounded subset of X . Choose 
)( 011 xTx 

, for this 1x
 

by the same reason 
)( 12 xT

 is non-empty closed bounded 

subset of X .  

))(),((),( 120121 xTxTHxxd 
 

))(),()),(,(),,(( 12101010 xTxdxTxdxxd
 

)),(),,(),,(( 211010 xxdxxdxxd
 

),( 10 xxdk
 

where 
[0,1)k

. For this 2x
, 

)( 01 xT
 is a non-empty 

closed bounded subset of X . Since 
)( 122 xTx 

 and 

)( 12 xT
 and 

)( 21 xT
 both are closed and bounded subset 

of X , there exist 
)( 213 xTx 

 such that 

))(),((=))(),((),( 1221211232 xTxTHxTxTHxxd 
 

)))(,()),(,(),,(( 12121212 xTxdxTxdxxd
 

)),(),,(),,(( 213212 xxdxxdxxd
 

)),(),,(),,((= 213221 xxdxxdxxd
 

).,(),( 10

2

21 xxdkxxdk 
 

 On continuing this process, we get a sequence 

}{ nx
 such that 

)(21 nn xTx   or 
)(11 nn xTx   and 

).,(),( 101 xxdkxxd n

nn   

Let c0  be given, choose a natural number 1N
 such 

that 110 ,),( Nncxxdk n 
. This implies that 

.),( 1 cxxd nn   Therefore, 
}{ nx

 is a Cauchy 

sequence in 
),( dX

 is a complete cone metric space, 

there exist 
Xp

 s.t. 
.pxn   

))(,(),()),(( 11 pTxdxpdppTd nn 
 

))(),((),( 112 pTxTHxpd nn 
 

))(),((),( 121  nn xTpTHxpd
 

)).,()),(,(),,((),( 111 nnnn xxdpTpdxpdxpd  

 

Taking lim n , we get  

)),()),(,(),,((),()),(( 11 ppdpTpdppdppdppTd 
 

)),0)(((0,0 1 pTd
 

0.=(0)k
 

This implies that 
0=)),(( 1 ppTd

, or 
)(1 pTp

. 

Similarly, 
)(2 pTp

. Hence 
)()( 21 pTpTp 

 

Which is required.   

Theorem 3.8   Let X  be a cone complete metric space 

and 
)(: XCBXT 

 a mapping satisfying  

)),(),,(),,((),( TyydTxxdyxdTyTxH 
 

if there exists an asymptotically T -regular sequence 

}{ nx
 in X . Then T  has a fixed point 

*x  in X . 

Moreover, 
*TxTxn  .  

Proof. Let     , consider nn Txx 1 , n=0,1,2,…. 

Now, consider 

),(),( 112 nnnn TxTxHxxd  
 

)),(),,(),,(( 111 nnnnnn TxxdTxxdxxd 
 

)),(),,(),,(( 1211  nnnnnn xxdxxdxxd
 

),( 1 nn xxdk 
 

where 
[0,1)k

. But  

),(),(),( 1112 nnnnnn xxdkTxTxHxxd  
. 

This implies that  

),(),( 11 nnnn xxdkTxTxH  
.(9) 

Similarly,  

),(),(),( 1

2

1223 nnnnnn xxdkxxdkxxd  
 

for nm > , we get  

),(...),(),(),( 1211 nnmmmmnm xxdxxdxxdxxd  

).,()...( 10

11 xxdkkk nmm  
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Hence 
}{ nx

 be a Cauchy sequence in X . By 

equation(9), we get 
}{ nTx

 is a Cauchy sequence. Since 

)),(( HXCB
 is a complete cone metric space. There 

exists a 
)(* XCBK 

, s.t. 
0.),( * KTxH n  Let 

** Kx   s.t. 
*xxn  . Then  

),(lim=),(),( ***** TxTxHTxKHTxxd n
n 


 

))),(),,(),,(((lim
*** TxxdTxxdxxd nnn

n





 

))),(),,(),,(((lim
**

1

* Txxdxxdxxd nnn
n




 
 

)),(),,(),,(( ****** Txxdxxdxxd
 

0.=(0)k
 

This implies that 
0=),( ** Txxd

 or 
** Txx  . Now  

0.=),(lim=),( *** TxTxHTxKH n
n   

This implies that  

.lim== **

n
n

TxKTx
  

Corollary 3.9 Let X  be complete metric space and 

)(: XCBXT 
 a mapping satisfying  

),()),((),()),((),( 21 TyydTyydTxxdTxxdTyTxH  

for all 
Xyx ,

, where 
[0,1): Ri , 

1,2=i
. If 

there exists an asymptotically T -regular sequence 
}{ nx

 

in X . Then T  has fixed point 
*x  in X . Moreover, 

*TxTxn  . 

Conclusion: In this paper,we extend the idea of 
*A

-mappings from metric spaces to cone metric spaces. We, 

extended and improved severalresults of ( Abbas,Rhoads 

and Nazir 2009) for A*-mappings. Further, we generalised 

and improved fiew results of (Latif and Beg 1997) for 

A*-mappings in cone metric spaces setup. 
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